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a showcase of local artists’ work, providing much 
needed income and serving as an unofficial visitor 
information center for our out-of-town guests.  This 
unique location is fully staffed by volunteers 7 days 
a week, 362 days a year.  Volunteers also manage 
a rotating monthly schedule of exhibits by various 
artists in the Dolphin’s feature gallery.  It is sometimes 
difficult to maintain this schedule, but Gallery 
Manager Carol Chell and master scheduler Lee Kosso 
have managed to do it year in and year out.  The 
following lists the wonderful group of volunteers that 
kept the Dolphin Gallery open and thriving in 2012.  
We are thrilled to celebrate these Dolphin Gallery 
volunteers as our 2012 Group Volunteers Award 
winners:
Bill Apton, Lynn Bailey, Sally Bradley, Paul Brewer, 
Nancy Carter, Pauline Chang, Carol Chell, Steve 
Chell, Joanne Corey, Tom Eckles, Joyce George, Helen 
Klembeck, Linda Knebel, Lee Kosso, Carrie Krieger, 
Nancy Kyle, Elaine Lawson, Larain Matheson, Arna 
Means, Shirley Mitchell, Cecilia Moelter, Linda Moon, 
Charity Mulford, Sharon Nickodem, Evelyn Osteraas, 
Jackie Petersen, Dot Porter, Walt Rush, Susan Rush, 
Susan Sandoval, Connie Schimbor, Barbara Smith, 
Tim Windsor, Harriet Wright.

Heart Beat Awards
Michael & Alice Combs

Kristin Carnes
Ginny Burlage

Volunteers are always in evidence at the Gualala Arts 
Center and Dolphin Gallery, and their contributions 
are frequently very visible and well known.  Gualala 
Arts wants a way of recognizing those members 
who represent the “heart” of Gualala Arts.  Our 

hearts beat away throughout our entire lives, without 
our consciously noticing it, making it beat or often 
remembering just how important it is to the whole 
body.  These volunteers are like our hearts, making 
contributions to Gualala Arts that seem to happen by 
magic, not consciously noticed by the rest of us, but 
without which the Center wouldn’t be able to survive.  
Our three Heart Beat Award winners truly represent 
the heart of our organization and they model behavior 
that is the epitome of true volunteerism.  They quietly 
find ways to give of themselves, their skills and even 
their homes so that the Center can continue to be the 
vibrant, lively and dynamic heart of the art community 
here on the coast.

Michael & Alice Combs – When you come to 
a performance, exhibit or event at the Center you 
see dramatic staging, complex exhibit displays and 
many other “things” that go into making the event a 
success.  What you don’t see are those many large, 
cumbersome and difficult-to-store items after the 
events are over.  Michael and Alice are the reason.  
Recognizing that there was not enough secure, dry and 
protected storage space at the Center, they generously 
offered up a large building on their Gualala home site 
where we could store those items that just didn’t fit 
at the Center when we weren’t using them.  This type 
of donation, not of time, money or skills but of a part 
of their home, is a sterling example of the “hidden” 
volunteerism that earns a Heart Beat Award.  Gualala 
Arts gratefully recognizes Michael and Alice for their 
generous contribution of their property to store our 
homeless-but-important materials and is proud to 
present them a 2012 Heart Beat Award.

Kristin Carnes – If you have attended any of the 
special dinners, such as Top Hat and New York New 
Year’s Eve, you have already seen Kristin’s artistry 
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